September 2018 Senior
Citizens Newsletter

THANKS TO OUR ADVERTISERS /
SPONSORS WHO MAKE THIS
NEWSLETTER POSSIBLE

We simply could not impact the lives of our
Seniors without your support and help. Your
contributions give us the tools to
We serve delicious home cooked meals on
“Surround our Seniors
MOST Mondays and Thursdays at noon for any
with People who Care.”
and all Seniors 55 and older. Come join us!
You have our most sincere gratitude!
JOIN our Center and participate in a multitude
!!!!MEMBERS!!!!
of activities. (“MEMBERSHIP HAS ITS BENMembers, Please visit the advertisers of our
EFITS”)
Newsletter and let them know how much we
Mission: It is our Honor, as the staff and volunteers of the
appreciate their support!
Spanish Fork Senior Center, to embrace fun loving laugh-

Center Hours: Come Join Us

ter and meaningful activities, to enliven the lives of all
those we touch. We are also committed to educate and
provide a safe place for our participants to maintain active, healthy and productive lives. We are devoted to raising the standard of friendship and kindness. We welcome
all those who are 55+ to join us in our Mission to enrich
the quality of life and create pride in the lives of our
friends, neighbors and community!

Mon, Wed, Thurs. 8:30 a.m.4:00 p.m.
Tue 8:30 a.m.3:30 p.m.
Closed on Fridays.
Contact Us: Senior Citizens Center, 167 West Center
St, Spanish Fork, Utah (801) 798-5015
spanishforkseniors@yahoo.com

Worrying =. Waste of time. Good and bad things

A secret to happiness is letting every situation
will happen in life. You just have to keep living
be what it is, instead of what you think it should and not stress over what you can’t control
be.

www.spanishfork.org/dept/parkrec/senior

A SPECIAL HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MARK MCKELL—
OUR SENIOR “CENTENARIAN!” (Sept 17,1918 - 100 years old)
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The Importance of Proper Nutrition
for Seniors
For seniors who need better eating habits to eat more and
stimulate the appetite. And the benefits of proper nutrition
for seniors range from increased mental capacity and higher
energy levels to better resistance to illness and disease. A
senior with better eating habits will feel better overall and
live longer and stronger.
Some of the ways to promote healthy eating habits among
seniors include:
Increase the nutrient density, not the portion size. Large
portions or a lot of different food items presented all at once
can be overwhelming. For example, prepare hot cereal and
soups with milk instead of water, add peanut butter to toast
instead of butter or add cheese to scrambled eggs.
Set regular eating schedules. Bodies thrive on routine.
When we stray from our typical schedules the appetite is affected.
Encourage social meals. (Eat with your friends at the Senior Center) The thought of eating alone can decrease appetite. At American Senior Communities, residents are encouraged to have meals in the dining rooms where they can so-

cialize with others which can help improve food intake.
Enhance smells, flavors with herbs, sauces, marinades.
Avoid excessive liquids before or during meals. Beverages
can fill us up and reduce appetite.
There are many reasons why an appetite can be decreased.
If you are concerned about your loved one’s appetite, have
them evaluated by their doctor to be sure there isn’t a more
serious underlying cause.
A senior may face any number of
obstacles in their quest for proper
nutrition. Their caregivers must be
observant to their loved one’s eating
habits to make sure they aren’t at
risk for the health threats that come
with poor nutrition.

The smallest good deed is
better than the grandest
good intention
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Do you have a creative side ?
Everyone has a creative side. Maybe you enjoy painting or sculpting. Or, you’ve always loved music and
the poetry of the lyrics and rhythm. Perhaps you have a
way with words and are trying your hand at writing a
novel or biography of your life. You might spend hours
tinkering away in a woodshop, knitting a blanket for
your newest granddaughter, or take dance lessons at a
local studio.
Whether you’re a full-time artist or simply enjoy expanding your creative horizons in your free time, studies show the arts offer certain therapeutic benefits in
regards to healthy aging. Findings revealed that the
participants, who were an average age of 80 at the time
of the study, who took part in creative and cultural activities throughout a two-year period reported an increase in their overall health. The study also found that
participants had fewer doctor visits, a decrease in the
need for prescription and over-the-counter medications
and a decline in falls.
The positive effects of art activities for seniors include: Reducing stress and helping individuals relax;
Alleviating feelings of anxiety or depression; Offering
a form of sensory stimulation and reducing boredom;
Improving cognition and memory recall; Providing
opportunities for social interaction; Promoting selfesteem and a sense of identity; Improving physical and
fine motor skills The best thing about the arts is that
it is never too late to get started in any type of creative
program! Did you know that actor Morgan Freeman
didn’t appear in a film until he was 52 years old? Famous artist Grandma Moses began painting at age 78 –
one of her most famous paintings sold for $1.2 million
in 2006! Always follow your dreams, because you never know where they may take you.
Probably the most common of the Alzheimer’s
symptoms is memory loss. However, while many elders may experience some loss of memory as they
grow older, if it is beginning to disrupt their everyday
lives in a manner of ways, it could be a sign of Alzheimer’s disease.
There are four different memory systems in our
brains – episodic, semantic, procedural, and working.
Alzheimer’s disease affects three out of the four: Episodic: The hippocampus, located in the frontal temporal lobe, allows us to learn new information and remember recent events. Alzheimer’s disease damages
the hippocampus, leading to trouble recalling certain
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things that may have just occurred. Semantic: This
system also involves the frontal temporal lobes and
provides the ability to retain general knowledge or
facts, including the ability to recognize and name objects. It’s common for those with Alzheimer’s to have
difficulty naming everyday objects in category, like
kitchen utensils. This is a situation known as agnosia.
Working: The prefrontal cortex of our brains allows us
to pay attention, focus, concentrate and retain information we just learned. Procedural: The cerebellum in
our brain helps us learn unconscious skills, like typing.
This system is generally not damaged by Alzheimer’s
disease, or it is one of the last to deteriorate. This is
why those living with dementia are still capable of
learning new things with enough repetition.
If you notice your loved one is struggling to remember recent events, information, appointments, your
name, or keeps asking you for help with reminders, this
type of memory loss could be a sign of Alzheimer’s.
Everyone experiences mood swings from time to
time. We may be happy and excited one minute, and
then hear some news that brings us down. Those with
Alzheimer’s disease may be more expressive with their
emotions due to the deterioration of their brains’
‘filtration’ systems. In other words, as the brain changes, people may become less inhibited.
While most people associate memory loss with Alzheimer’s disease, changes in personality and mood tend
to go hand in hand with changes in memory. In fact,
some studies indicate that sharp changes in personality
and mood may actually precede the memory and cognition problems of Alzheimer’s.
There’s a bit of conflicting evidence on whether
memory loss influences personality and mood changes
that occur in individuals with Alzheimer’s, or whether
the personality changes come first. In the early stages
of Alzheimer’s, your loved one may become increasingly irritable, anxious or depressed. These changes in
personality may evolve further in the mid-to-late stages
of Alzheimer’s, when loved ones become more emotionally expressive, have more moments of upset, or
may become distrusting of others.
Some of the most common personality or mood
changes include: Loss of interest in activities previously enjoyed or social withdrawal; Indifference or lack
of adherence to traditional rules of social interactions
with others; Paranoia or delusional thinking; Becoming easily upset or anxious outside of comfort zones

Weekly Activities Schedule (Free to Members)
“Membership has its privileges”
(Please wear your name tag)
Billiards
9:00 Monday-Thursday
Card Games
1:30 Mondays/Thursdays
Ceramics Class
8:30 Tuesdays
Chorus Practice
9:30 Thursdays
Craft Class
10:00. Wednesdays
Honey Bee Quilting 10:00. Wednesdays
Line Dancing
1:30 Mondays/Thursdays
Oil Painting Classes 9:00 Mondays
Sit-down exercise
11:00 Mondays/Thursdays
Spanish language
1:00 Wed
Tai Chi Class
9:00 Mon/Wed
Ukulele
10:15 Mon
Zumba class
9:00 Tues
——————————————————————

Every time you get upset at something, ask
yourself – if I were to die tomorrow, is it worth
wasting my time being angry now?

Membership Meals 12:00 noon 1st Friday of Each
Month (Members must bring their own dishes and reservation are required; call us at (801.798.5015)

Holding onto anger is like drinking poison and
expecting the other person to die.
*************************************

Who has been around this Senior Center
the longest? When was the building built
and when did it become the Senior Center?

Anyone have any pictures or stories
about the history of our senior center
they would be willing to share?
Please let me know.
Roy 385 224 2390
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THESE ARE LISTINGS
OF CURRENT MEMBERS ONLY. AS OF THE
END OF THE MEMBERSHIP YEAR.

Hollingshead, Verna
Houck, Darlene
Jackson, Leah
Johnson, Connie
Jolley, Ned
May Charleen
Birthdays As the member- McKell, Mark ###
ship database has your
Murray, Arlene
birthday, it will be listed
Porter, Neal
here. If it is not accurate, Reynolds, Theresa
please let us know.
Rice, Pam
# 90+
Richardson, Illa Mae
Harris, Dinitia
September
Smith, Elmer ‘Smitty’
Banks, Ray #
Timmins, Mae #
Baum, Jerry
Warner, Gordon #
Bawden, Arlene
White, Elaine
Black, Bud
Whitehead, Wendie
Black, Catherine
Wood, Rose
Chandler, Nadene
October
Chipman, Afton
Anderson, Sue
Eden, Irmina
Averett, Lionel
Farnworth, Luella
Beck, Shirley
Graham, Mildred
Brown, Ron
Hair, Karen
Bundrant, Renae
Hansen, Diane
Butler, Marvin
Harris, David

Callister, Joyce
Cloward, Janet
Creer, Howard
Fitzgerald, Irene #
Hassard, Rex
Hatch, Leola #
Johns, Roy
Jones, Diane
Lewis, Nina
Lisonbee, Lee
Orton, Jerry,
Peterson, Holly
Pidcock, Gerald
Quinn, Betty
Rasmussen, Connie
Satteson, Gail
Wilberg, Joan
Wilson, Dee
November
Averett, Linda
Bachler, Daniel
Bradford, Karen
Burton, Willis
Child, Nina
Christopherson, Melvin
Dahl, Ruth

Anniversaries —Do you have an anniversary. If you
have one you would like to share, let Roy Anderson
know (385-224-2390, or drop a note at the center. We
will list them as you let us know. (Aug—Oct)

Passing's these past few months — As we become
aware, we will list our friends who have left us recently.
Please let us know.

Bob & Sylvia Farris
Ron & Lee Lisonbee
Gary & Evelyn Webb
Jerry & Nikki Orton
Mark & Rose Wood
Sterling & Dixie Web
Richard & Marti Morgan
Alberto & Susana Barragan
Blake & Sharon Passey
Terry & Mary Lou Brandon

8/9/57 60 yrs
8/18/52 65 yrs
8/24/57 60 yrs
8/29/87 30 yrs
8/31/53 64 yrs
9/8/73 44 yrs
9/18/59 58 yrs
9/22/66 51 yrs
9/23/88 29 yrs
9/30/65 52 yrs
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Farris, Robert (Bob)
Farris, Sylvia
Gull, Eileen
Hair, Paul
Hudman, Shirley
Jeppsen, Melba
Lemon, Lyle
Meyers, Cathy
Nyman, Deanna
Snow, David
Stallings, Kaye
Sumsion, Alan
Thatcher, Vi
Webster, Mary
Welch, Kenneth
Whitehead, Phillip
Wignall, Ann

Heber & Carol Alldredge
Melba Jepson
Leon Abbott

Other Notices: Great Grandkids, Weddings, Family
Reunions, Special Events, etc.?????

Dixie’s Culinary Corner

CROCK POT
CHICKEN
1 8OZ pkg Cream
Cheese
1 pkg Dry Zesty Italian
dressing
2 Cans Cream of
Chicken Soup
1/2 Pint Sour Cream
1/4 Cup Milk

Put sour cream
in crockpot on
low until melted.
Add dressing,
soup, sour
cream, milk.
Stir. Add chicken and cook for
6 hours on medium or 4 hours on
high

8 Small Chicken
Breasts
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SQUIRRELS OF AUTUMN - Jan Carlisle
What is it about autumn that brings a smile to so
many faces, including mine? Not everyone welcomes
autumn’s first frosty breath, however. I have two
daughters who begin in late July lamenting the end of
the long hot days of summer. Not me, I like summer
but I am a lover of autumn. It is my very favorite season for various reasons; chief among them is the excuse to gather around a warm fire and uninterrupted
quiet as I savor a good book. It also ushers in the holiday season; which I have ALWAYS enjoyed. Thanks
to the changing nature of life, each and
every day presents us
with new mysteries.
The crisp fall air and
changing leaves personify these unknowns. And once
we accept those unknowns, we have
more capacity to live
life to the fullest.
As summer morphs
into autumn we also tend to focus on our health and
comfort which is strongly symbolized by fall as this
season is prime time for creating a serene and snug
space and is one of the best perks of autumn. It also
gives you a chance to learn about what makes you feel
warm and safe. Mine include the aforementioned
good books (yes, I still like to feel the written word in
my hands.) Old school, I know, but I offer no excuses
because my books, which are many, are like old,
faithful friends. They never disappoint.
During this time, geese fly south and animals prepare for the winter by storing food and creating cozy
hibernation spaces. In a way, the autumn season offers us a chance to reconnect with ourselves as we
preserve our safe havens and I never think of this
without thinking of squirrels.
When I still lived in Georgia, this was the time of
year I began my annual game with the many squirrels
that lived in the pecan trees that surrounded my home.
When we began our turf war of the coveted pecans, I
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was reminded of the quote by Anthony Hincks who
said, “When squirrels get hungry, they stand their
ground.” I had to be quick and early to beat them in
our mission to snatch up the bounty of pecans that began falling in late autumn.
My backyard was always my haven and I spent
many hours sitting on the stone benches under the
shower of falling leaves; which revealed the squirrel’s
nest high up in the branches. I imagined these nest
lined with leaves and other gathered treasures as being just as cozy as my own nest. Their tails grew thick
and much fluffier
with the approaching cold
weather and
would serve as a
warm blanket as
they wrapped
said tails around
their bodies on
the days and
nights when the
north wind blew.
Pecans; the
ones they had managed to beat me in gathering, had
been buried all over the back yard…though how they
remembered where they were always mystified me.
Their antics were always a source of amusement to
me in all seasons but in the fall and winter months I
especially enjoyed my furry neighbors. They would
play endlessly with a garden rake I’d left leaning
against a tree and robbed my bird feeders on a daily
basis with acrobatic feats that were unparallel and
they would even occasionally peek into my back door
trying to discover what I was doing with my day.
They became my friends and we co-existed with
them providing an endless amount of entertainment
and I made sure enough pecans were left scattered
among the leaves to ensure they remained fat and sassy throughout the winter months. Yes, autumn remains my favorite time of year and when I think of
being warm and cozy by my fire, I smile as I remember the many seasons shared with my furry friends.

Board Members, Officers, Newsletter Staff
Board Members: Roy Anderson –Secretary/Treasurer/Newsletter, Daniel Bachler—Photographer, Mary Lou
Brandon-Board Chair, Special Events, Jan Carlisle, - Major Newsletter Contributor , Jerry Hansen, Kaye Poulson
(membership), Marie Spencer (membership), Marsha Steggell, Driver
Officers: Verna Jo Hollingshead—Director, Dixie Webb—Assistant Director, Beverly Schofield – Host/
Receptionist,
Best friends are the fairytale of life. They’ve been there since once upon a time and will be there till happily
ever after.
There is a listing (with pictures and contact information) of YOUR Senior Citizens Center Board of Directors .
They represent you—please make sure YOU tell them what you like and don’t like about YOUR CENTER. We
can’t enhance your experiences here if we don’t know what you like and don’t like. The board members should
be wearing their name tags so they can be easily identified. Stop them—talk to them.

‘What we see depends mainly on what we look for’
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SCAMS DIRECTED AT VETS OR SENIORS – be aware / be skeptical
Some more things to be aware of….. Seniors too!
Loan Scam - Offer to refinance your VA or conventional loan at extremely lower interest rate.
Update Your File Scam – Getting a call claiming to be from a government agency, attempts to
get your personal information to ‘update your file’ so you can maintain your benefits.
Secret Benefits – Told you qualify for ‘secret’ government programs or benefits that offer thousands of dollars, but first they need your personal information or a fee.
Pension Scam – Offers to pay lump sums up front, in exchange for signing over all their future
monthly benefit checks.
Aid and Attendance Scam – Receiving an offer to move their assets into a living trust so that
they can qualify for financial assisted-living benefits.
Tech Support Scam - Getting a message or email saying that there is a virus on your computer
and you need to pay to remove it.
Phishing Scam - Getting a call or email about a program for vets that pays thousands in benefits,
but they ask for your personal information.
Credit Card Scam – Getting a robocaller saying you can lower your interest rate.
IRS Tax Scam – Calls or message saying they work for the IRS and you owe them money.
Charity Scam – You are asked to make a donation to support veterans, but the charity is not a
legitimate organization.

JUST BE AWARE OF THAT TIGER LURKING IN THE BACKGROUND
Anyone remember working at the Del Monte Packing Plant
(picture curtesy Bryce & Ray Banks)
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CELEBRATING seniors 90+

PLEASE LET ME KNOW
WHEN ONE OF YOU ARE IN
Mark Mckell 100
THE CENTER SO I CAN SAY
Mae Timmins 97
‘HI’ I’d love to meet you. - Roy It’s been said that staying socialEdna Weight 95
ly engaged is as important to
Anderson ,
Nadine Staheli 95
healthy aging as maintaining a
Gordon Warner 95
healthy body. While no technolBetty Anderson 93
ogy can replace actual in-person
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
Melba King 93
interaction, staying connected
HELP OTHER SENIORS
Caroline Ludlow 93
through social media, email or
WHO ARE HOME BOUND
Clarke Peterson 93
video-chat services can help supINIVIDUALS???
Virginia Stewart 93
plement interaction when visits
Kae Ballard 93
The RSVP (retired and senior with friends or family is diffiRuth Leifson 92
volunteer program) has their
cult. Being able to connect with
Faye Drage 92
‘Friendly Callers Program’.
loved ones in different geoIrene Fitzgerald 92
They are looking for volunteers graphical locations allows for
Leola Hatch 92
to call ‘home bound’ individu- socialization that might not othMabel Shiflett 92
als’ at least once a week just to erwise be possible. Taking adGeisla Clayson 92
check up on them. If you are
vantage of new technologies can
Beverly Clements 92
not ready to be a volunteer to
enable you to have more converDan Degraw 91
Don Korth 91
make the calls, do you know of sations with loved ones.
Irene Petersen 91
Given that most seniors would
someone who could use a
Joyce Tanner 91
prefer to live independently in
weekly phone call just to say
LaRue Taylor 91
their own homes, new forms of
hi, how are you doing. Call
Bonna Cottle 90
RSVP for more information, or technology can make that possiBetty Park 90
ble. Sensors have been develto volunteer 801 229 3820.
Mark Wignall 90
oped that can detect when you
Remember—
US
SENIORS
NEED
Elouise Bell 90
have fallen by measuring your
TO
HELP
EACH
OTHER!
Blanche Jones 90
sway, orientation and impact
Maxine Gordon 90
with surfaces. And no senior
Events, trips etc., Calendar
Leon Abbott 90
who lives alone should be with9/3 Mon Labor Day Center is
Ruth Swenson 90
out a Personal Emergency ReClosed
Ray Banks 90
sponse System (PERS), which
9/7 Fri Membership Lunch—
allows the wearer to call for help
WE WOULD LIKE TO SPOTNeed Reservation
simply by pushing a butLIGHT EVERY ONE OF YOU
9/13
Thurs
Class
on
Living
OVER 90. IF EACH OF YOU
ton. There are also apps for your
Trusts
12:45—Must
Sign
Up
WILL WRITE UP A SIMPLE
smartphone that can send refill
9/28
Harvest
Hurrah
Party—
BIOGRAPHY, WE WILL TRY
reminders for prescriptions to
Must
sign
up
TO GET IT INTO THE NEWSreduce missed medications or
LETTER
errors in dosage.
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August Meal Menu
PLEASE REMEMBER Check in for each meal and make reservations for the next few meals
Membership meals: Your dues must be paid to participate!
Bring your own plates and silverware
Mon 9/3 -Closed Labor Day
Thur 9/6—Closed No Meal
Fri 9/7 — Membership Meal
Honor Centenarian
Mark McKell 100 yrs old
BBQ Ribs
Mashed Potatoes with cream
gravy
Chuckwagon Corn
Roll
Chocolate Cake
Mon 9/10
Ham Slice
Scalloped Potatoes
Buttered Baby Carrots
Bread
Pudding
Thru 9/12 Birthday Celebration
Meatballs & Baked Potatoes
Chuckwagon Corn
Roll and Oranges
Cupcake & Ice Cream
or Chef Salad
Mon 9/17
Chicken Noodle Casserole
Green Salad
Roll
Fruit Cup
Chocolate Pudding

Thur 9/20
Beef Hot Dog on Bun
Macaroni & Cheese
Pork n Beans
Apple
Monkey Bar
or Chef Salad

Fri 9/28 “Harvest Hoorah Dance”
(6 pm)
Sloppy Joe w/cheese
Potato Salad
Chips
Pickles & Olives
Apple Crisp

Monday 10/1
Chicken Noodle Soup
Carrot & Celery Stick
Roll
Banana
Oatmeal Raisin Cookie
Thur 10/4 Closed No Meal
Fri 10/5 Membership Lunch
Roast Beef
Mashed Potatoes w/Beef Gravy
Buttered Baby Carrots
Roll
Spice Cake w/Cream Cheese Icing

Monday 9/24
Chicken Tenders
Spaghetti Salad
Corn Cobbett
French Bread
Oranges
Danish
Thur 9/27
Goulash
Carrot & Celery Sticks
French Bread
Oranges
Ice Cream Sandwich
or Chef Salad

MOUNTAIINLAND POLICY
Mountainland Association of Governments and the State of Utah offer these meals for seniors who are 60 years of age and older, for a
suggested donation of $3.00 per meal. For age 59 and younger, the cost is a MANDATORY $6.00 per meal and must be paid directly to
our check in/cashier, before receiving lunch. Reservations for lunch are required by 1:30pm, Monday of each week for the following
Thursday and upcoming week (Monday). Thanks for your cooperation - so we have enough for everyone and we have minimal waste.
Questions, call 801.798.5015
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